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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a calculus for reasoning about concurrent programs inspired by the 
wp calculus for reasoning about sequential programs. The calculus uses a small set of familiar 
rules for dealing with safety, progress and parallel composition. A contribution of this paper is 
to demonstrate how predicate calculus in general, and predicate transformers in particular, can be 
used to reason about concurrent programs in which fairness plays a critical role. 
1. Introduction 
The work described in this paper is motivated by the wp calculus proposed by Dijkstra 
[ 31 for reasoning about sequential programs. In the wp calculus, program S is guaranteed 
to terminate in a state satisfying q exactly when execution is started in a state satisfying 
wp.S.q. Although wp.S is a function (from predicates to predicates), and thus has 
convenient mathematical properties, it is expressive enough to describe nondeterministic 
programs, and in addition, the entire calculus is formulated in the predicate calculus. 
This is advantageous for both the designer of the calculus, and the user. The designer 
need not invent a new logic with new proof rules and demonstrate consistency. The 
proof rules in Hoare logic, for example, become simply theorems which follow from the 
definitions of the predicate transformers. The user of the calculus has all of the predicate 
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calculus at his or her disposal for reasoning about programs. Typically, we are interested 
in showing a property such as: if S starts in a state satisfying p, then it will terminate 
in a state satisfying q. This requires demonstrating the truth of [p + wp.S.q]. 
In this paper, we propose a calculus for reasoning about safety, progress (where 
fairness is important), and compositional properties of concurrent programs that is also 
formulated using predicate transformers. Predicate transformers have the same advan- 
tages as the basis of a calculus for reasoning about concurrent programs as for sequential 
programs. The properties of interest have the same shape as for sequential programs as 
well: [p + f.S.q] for some predicate transformer f where p and q are predicates on the 
program state (for safety and progress) or predicates on programs (for compositional 
properties). We exploit this commonality by doing much of the development of our cal- 
culus independently of whether we are dealing with safety, progress, or compositional 
properties. Likewise, the user of the calculus can also exploit this commonality by using 
a small set of techniques for reasoning about all aspects of concurrent programs. Most 
of these techniques are familiar from sequential programming. 
In the rest of this section, we examine properties of functions, say f, from programs to 
predicate transformers, and formulae with the shape [p + f.S.q] . In Section 2, we give 
particular predicates transformers which describe safety, progress, and compositional 
properties of programs. In Section 3, we show how the developed calculus can be used 
to reason about concurrent programs. The final Section 4, contains a collection of proofs 
of theorems used earlier in the paper. 
1.1. Desirable properties of functions from programs to predicate transformers 
Predicates and predicate transformers. A predicate is a Boolean valued function, or 
Boolean structure [ 41. A predicate transformer is a function from predicates to pred- 
icates. In this paper, we deal with predicates whose domain is the state space of a 
program and also with predicates where the elements of the domain are programs. 
When necessary to distinguish between the two, we call the former state predicates, and 
the latter program properties, or just properties. Similarly, when a distinction is neces- 
sary, we refer to state predicate transformers and property transformers. State predicate 
transformers are used for dealing with safety and progress; property transformers are 
used for parallel composition of programs. 
Functions from programs to predicate transformers. For a program G, wp.G is a 
predicate transformer. The weakest precondition, wp, is a function from programs to 
predicate transformers. Motivated by wp we shall propose new functions from programs 
to predicate transformers; and we use the letter f for such functions. 
First we give a brief overview of properties of parallel composition. We then pro- 
pose a collection of desirable properties for functions f from programs to predicate 
transformers. We explain, briefly, why these properties are desirable. Then we propose 
functions f for dealing first with safety and progress, where f yields a state predicate 
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transformer, then with parallel composition, where f yields a property transformer. 
Parallel composition. We introduce a parallel composition operator, 11, on programs. 
We shall show that 11 is associative, commutative and idempotent, and that 11 has an 
identity element that we call SKIP. We extend the notation of quantification to denote 
the parallel composition of all processes in a bag E of processes as ( 11 G : G E G : G) . 
If G is the empty bag, then ( IlG : G E E : G) is SKIP, the identity element of (1. We 
discuss parallel composition in more detail later. 
Desirable properties. 
Conjunctivity. A desirable property for function f is that the predicate transformer, 
f.G, is universally conjunctive, for all programs G. A predicate transformer f.G is 
universally conjunctive if and only if it satisfies the following formula. For any bag Q 
of predicates (where Q can be empty or infinite) : 
[f.G.(Vq:qEQ:q> = (Vq:qEQ:f.G.q)] (1) 
A weaker property is that f.G is conjunctive over all (possibly empty) finite bags for 
all G. And, an even weaker property is that f.G is monotonic for all G: 
[P * sl + [f.G.p * f.G.ql (2) 
Of course, we prefer functions that have stronger properties, but in some cases we have 
to settle for functions that are monotonic but not conjunctive. 
Repeated applications of f.G are strengthening. Another desirable property of f is 
given next. For any predicate p, and any program G: 
[f.G.(f.G.p) * f.G.pl (3) 
Note that predicate transformers f.G which are monotonic and strengthening ( [ f.G.p + 
p] ), as well as f.G which are idempotent, satisfy (3). 
Our next two desirable properties deal with parallel composition, We seek functions 
f that are all-component or exists-component functions, where these types of functions 
are defined next. 
All-componentfunctions. f is an all-component function if and only if for all predi- 
cates q, and all finite bags 9 of programs: 
[(VG:GEC~: f.G.q) = f.(llG:GEg:G).q] (4) 
Setting 6 to the empty bag in this equation, f.SKZP.q holds for any all-component 
function f and all predicates q. 
Exists-component functions. f is an exists-component function if and only if for all 
predicates q, and all finite bags E of programs: 
[(ZIG : G E E : f.G.q) + f.( I/G: G E 0 : G).q] (5) 
The reason that all-component and exists-component functions are desirable is that 
they have very simple proof obligations when used with parallel composition. 
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Summary. We investigate functions f that satisfy ( 1 ), or if not ( 1) then (2). We also 
examine functions f that satisfy the repeated strengthening rule (3)) and either (4) or 
(5). 
1.2. Operators on predicates 
From functions to operators. For each function f that we propose, we also propose a 
function $ from pairs of predicates to program properties; these functions are motivated 
by the relationship between wp and Hoare triples. We use an infix notation where, given 
predicates p and q, p L q is a program property. Therefore for a program G, (p -f q) .G 
is a Boolean. 
We define f, as follows: For any predicates p and q, and any program G 
(P L q1.G = [P =j f.G.ql (6) 
The Hoare triple is (p 2 q).G. We investigate properties of f, that can be derived 
from properties of f. For notational convenience we drop the superscript in -f, with the 
understanding that we refer to a single function f at a time. 
Next, we investigate the relationship between properties of f and properties of -+. 
Disjunction formula. From (6), we obtain for any predicate q and any bag P of 
predicates (where P can be empty or infinite), and for any program G: 
(tip : p f P : (p + q).G) = ((3~ : p E P : p) + q).G (7) 
Strengthen left side. From (6), + is antimonotonic with respect o its left operand; 
thus for any predicates p’, p and q,and any program G 
[P'*PPI A(p--,q).G * (p'--+q).G (8) 
Conjunction formula. From (6) and ( 1) we obtain, for any predicate p, any bag Q 
of predicates that satisfies ( 1) , and any program G: 
(Vq:qEQ:(p+q).G) = (p-+(Vq:q~Q:q)).G (9) 
Q can be infinite in (9) if f is such that infinite Q satisfy ( l), and Q can be empty in 
(9) if f is such that empty Q satisfy ( 1). 
Weaken right side. From (6) and (2), --f is monotonic with respect to its right 
operand, thus for any predicates p, q and q’, and any program G 
(~-+qWA[q*dl * (P-v'W (101 
Next, we show that if repeated applications of f.G are strengthening, (3), and f.G is 
monotonic, (2), for all programs G, then + is transitive. 
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Theorem (If f sati$es (2) and (3) then + is transitive), 
Proof. 
(P + 4j.G A (Y -+ r1.G 
L= - (definition of +, (6)] 
I% =+ f-G-s1 A Eq * f.G-rl 
=+ {f.G is monotonic , (2) with p,q := q, f.6.r) 
[p + f.G.q] A [ f.G.q + f.G.( f.G.r) I 
=I - {repeated applications of f.G are strengthening, (3) with p := r) 
[p + f.G.q] A [f.G.q=+ f.G.($G.r)] A [f.G.(f.G.r) + f.G.r] 
=+ {transitivity of *} 
[P =+ _f.G.rl 
iz {definition of +, (6) 4 := r} 
(p+r)_G El 
AH-component and exists-component properties. Next we define all-component and 
exists-component program properties and then show that -+ is an all-component operator 
if f is an all-component function, and -+ is an exists-component operator if f is an 
exists-component function. 
A program property C is defined to be an all-cumpon~~t property if and only if for 
any finite bag E of programs: 
(\JG : G E G : CG) z C.( IJG : G E r? :G) (12) 
We can prove that an awl-component property C holds for a parallel composition of a 
bag of programs by demons~a~ng that it holds for each program in the bag. Setting &T 
to the empty bag in the last equation, it follows that if C is an all-component property, 
then C.SHP holds. 
A program property C is defined to be an exists-component property if and only if 
for any finite bag 6 of programs: 
(3~ : G c 5; : C.C) + C.({/G : G E 5; : G) (13) 
We can prove that an exists-component property C holds for a parallel composition of 
a bag of programs by demonstrating that it holds for at least one program in the bag. 
Since the proof obligations for demons~ating that parallel com~sitions satisfy all- 
component and exists-component properties are so str~ghtforw~d, such properties are 
particularly interesting. 
Next, we prove that --+ is an all-component operator if f is an all-component function. 
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Theorem ( + is all-component if f is all-component). If f is an all-component function, 
and ---f is defined by (6) then: 
(VG : G E G : (p + q).G) = (p + q).( IlG: G E g : G) 
Proof. 
(p -+ q>.(llG: G E B : G) 
{definition of -+, (6)) 
[p * f.(IlG: GE 6 : G).ql 
- {f is an all-component function, (4) } 
[p+(VG:GgG: f.G.q)] 
= - {predicate calculus} 
(VG:GE~: [p=+ f.G.ql) 
- {definition of -+, (6)) 
(VG:GeG:(p+q).G) Cl 
We have a similar theorem for exists-component functions. 
Theorem ( + is exists-component if f is exists-component). If f is an exists-component 
function, and -+ is defined by (6) then: 
The proof is similar to the above and left to the reader. 
Why are these properties desirable? The properties of conjunctivity and monotonicity 
are enjoyed by predicate transformers used in sequential programming, and we would 
like to employ all the theorems about predicate transformers that follow from these 
properties. The properties of disjunction, conjunction, and transitivity for --+ are familiar 
because they are enjoyed by implication, +, and these properties also result in a rich 
collection of useful theorems. Finally, all-component and exists-component properties 
are nice because our obligations to prove these properties for parallel compositions of 
programs are so simple. 
From operators to functions. We defined f, in terms of f. In some cases, we find 
that starting with 4 and defining f in terms of -+ is easier. For any -+ that satisfies 
the disjunction formula, (7), we define a function f, as follows, so that (6) is satisfied. 
For all predicates q and all programs G: 
[ f.G.q E weakest p : (p + q).G] 
and therefore, f.G.q is the disjunction over all p for which p + q holds. We can then 
derive properties of + from properties of f, as shown earlier. 
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2. Programs and properties 
2.1. Dejinitions 
We define programs in terms of predicate transformers, and then provide operational 
motivation for this definition. For brevity we use “transformers” in place of “state 
transformers.” 
Programs. A program is a pair (VT) where V is a finite (possibly empty) set of typed 
variables and T is a finite nonempty set of transformers. The state space of a program 
is a Cartesian product with a coordinate for each variable of V. The state space of a 
program in which V is the empty set is a single state representing the empty Cartesian 
product. All transformers in T are universally-conjunctive and or-continuous [ 41. The 
set T includes the identity transformer. (Note, Z is an identity transformer if and only 
if, for all predicates q: [Z.q s q] .) 
Motivation. An alternative, more familiar, view of a program is a set of commands that 
includes the command skip. Our definition is obtained by replacing each command s 
with wp.s. Additional restrictions are: commands always terminate (wp.s.true = true), 
have bounded nondeterminism (wp.s is or-continuous), and are implementable (wp.s 
is positively conjunctive). Note that wp.s.true E true and wp.s positively conjunctive 
imply that wp.s is universally conjunctive. 
Computations. A computation of a program is an initial state SO, and a sequence of 
pairs (ci, Si),i > 0, where ci is a command and Si is a program state, and execution 
of command ci can take the program from state Si_i to state Si, for i > 0, and each 
command in the program appears infinitely often. 
Relationship to other program models. A program can be thought of as a do-od 
statement, with a fairness restriction. A program with commands so. . . s,,_l, for n > 0, 
can be represented as: 
do true -+ SO 0 . . . 0 true + s,_l od 
with the fairness restriction that every command is executed infinitely often. One of the 
commands must be skip. 
A program could also be denoted as a UNITY program without initially or always 
sections [ 21. A program can also be a TLA formula with an initial condition contain- 
ing only variable type declarations [lo], and with appropriate fairness rules. For the 
restricted purposes of this paper, the choice of notation is unimportant. 
Parallel composition. The parallel composition of programs F and G is the program 
denoted by F 11 G. The program F 11 G is defined if and only if for each variable that 
appears in both F and G, the type of that variable in F and in G is identical. The set of 
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variables of F 11 G is the union of the sets of variables of F and G. A variable appearing 
in both F and G is shared by both programs. The set of transformers of F /I G is the 
union of the sets of transfo~ers of F and G. 
From the definition of //, it follows that I/ is associative, commutative, and idempotent, 
and has a unit element that we call SKIP, defined as follows. Program SKIP has no 
variables, and has a single transformer- the identity. Since program SKIP has no 
variables, the set of variables of G 11 SUP is the same as the set of variables of G. 
Since, the set of tr~sfo~~rs of every program G includes the identity, it follows that 
the sets of transformers of G Ij SKZP and G are identical. 
2.2. Safety properties 
The predicate t~~fo~er awp.G. We define a function awp from programs to state 
predicate transformers, as foIlows. Let G = (V) be any program, and let q be any 
predicate on program states. 
[awp.G.q 5 (Vl : t E T : t.q)] (14) 
motivation for the definition of aHtp. Let the commands of program G be SO,. . . , s~_I, 
and let ZFG be the if-statement defined as: 
~FG = if true -+ SO 0 - ’ . 0 true -i s, fi 
Then awp.G is Wp.iFo. Therefore awp.G.q is the weakest predicate p such that executing 
any command of G in a state that satisfies p terminates in a state that satisfies q. 
Properties of awp. Since, for each command s, wp.s is universally conjunctive and or- 
continuous, we conclude that awp.G is also universally conjunctive and or-continuous. 
From the definitions of awp and 11. awp is an all-component function. Because every 
program G includes the identity transformer: 
Since awp.G is conjunctive it is also monotonic, and from the last formula it follows 
that awp.G satisfies the strengthening rule (3) (although wp.s does not). 
In summ~y, awp has the properties that we desire: awp is an all-com~nent function, 
and for any program G, awp.G is conjunctive and strengthening. 
Definition of stability. We define a function stable from state predicates to program 
properties, as follows: 
(stable.p).G = (p “2 p>.G 
Therefore, if p is stable and p holds in a state S of G then p holds in all states reachable 
from S. Hence, if p holds at any point in a computation of G it continues to hold forever 
thereafter, Since awp.G.p =+ p, 
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(stuble.p).G E [p E uwp.G.p] 
137 
Properties of stability. From the definition of stable it follows that for any state pred- 
icate p, stub1e.p is an all-component property. Also from the definition of stable, the 
disjunction and the conjunction of any (possibly infinite, possibly empty) set P of stable 
state predicates is a stable state predicate: 
(Vp : p E P : (stuble.p).G) =+ (stuble.(!lp : p E P : p)).G (16) 
(Vp : p E P : (stuble.p).G) + (stubfe.(Vp : p E P : p)).G (17) 
Since true and false are stable predicates of every program, the stable predicates of any 
program G form a complete lattice. 
Weakest and st,mngest stable. For any program G and any state predicate q of G, we 
define wst.G.q (where wst stands for weakest stable) to be the weakest predicate as 
strong as q, that is stable in G: 
[wst.G.q s weakest p : (stuble.p).G A [p + q] ] 
Operationally, if wst.G.q holds at any point in a computation of G then it continues to 
hold forever thereafter, and therefore q holds at that point and forever thereafter. 
We define sst.G.q (where sst stands for strongest stable) to be the strongest predicate 
as weak as q, that is stable in G: 
[sst.G.q z strongest p : (stubfe.p).G A [q + p] ] 
Operationally, sst.G.q characterizes the set of states reachable from q. 
Properties of weakest stable. From the definitions of stable (15) and wst, it follows 
that 
(stubfe.q) .G = [ wst.G.q E q] (18) 
and 
(stable. (wst.G.q) ) .G (19) 
From the Knaster-Tarski theorem and the monotonicity of uwp 
[ wst.G.q E weakest p : [p 3 uwp.G.p A q] ] 
From [ 41, wst inherits monotonicity, universal conjunctivity, and or-continuity from 
uwp. Since uwp is universally conjunctive, it is and-continuous and therefore: 
[wst.G.q E (Vi : i 2 0 : f’.true)] where f.x = uwp.G.(x A q) 
Thus, for finite-state programs, wst can be calculated from uwp. 
The function wst is similar to the predicate transformer win (for weakest invari- 
ant) [9] where it was used to define a logic for reasoning about concurrent sequential 
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processes without needing atomicity assumptions. In [ 131, sst was used to define the 
strongest invariant of a program. 
2.3. Progress properties 
Leads to. Let p and q be predicates on program states. The program property p y-1 q, 
read as “p leads to q”, is defined operationally as follows: (p * q).G holds if and only 
if for all computations of G, if p holds at any point in the computation then q holds at 
that point or a later point in the computation [ 10,2]. 
Weakest leads to. Knapp [ 81 proposed a predicate transformer wft, for weakest leads 
to, defined as follows. For all state predicates q and all programs G: 
w1t.G.q = weakest p : (p - q).G (20) 
Knapp showed that wit is monotonic and idempotent but not finitely conjunctive, finitely 
disjunctive, and-continuous or or-continuous. Also, although wlt is weakening, it is 
idempotent and thus repeated applications of w1t.G are strengthening (3). The function 
wlt has many of the properties we desire, but it is not conjunctive. So, we investigate a 
related function, wto, that is conjunctive. 
Weakest to-always. We define a predicate transformer wto.G (where wto stands for 
weakest to-always) on predicates of states of G as: 
wto.G.q = w1t.G. (wst.G.q) (21) 
If wto.G.q holds at any point in an infinite computation of G, then there is a point in the 
computation at which (wst.G.q holds, and hence) q holds and continues to hold forever 
thereafter from that point. 
Properties of weakest to-always. Since wlt and wst are monotonic, so is wto. We shall 
prove that wto is idempotent and finitely conjunctive. We observe that wto is neither 
finitely disjunctive nor or-continuous. Since wto is idempotent, repeated applications 
of wto are strengthening (3). (Proofs that wto is idempotent and finitely conjunctive 
are given in Section 4.) Therefore, wto has the properties that we desire, except that 
it is neither an all-component function, nor an exists-component function. We propose 
ways of defining progress properties in terms of compositions of all-component and 
exists-component properties, in the section on parallel composition. 
2.4. Parallel composition 
A component of a program. A program F is a component of a program H if there 
exists a program G such that H = F (( G. Are there useful properties enjoyed by all 
programs that have F as a component? This section is an exploration of this question. 
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We introduce a function component from programs to properties, defined as follows. 
For all programs F and H 
~o~~po~e~t.~~ = (3G : H = F I/ G) 
From the definition and properties of 11, for all programs F
component. F: F 
(22) 
and for all programs F, G and H: 
component.EG A component.G.H I$ componentA (23) 
We wish to explore properties of the form: for all programs H that have program F as 
a component, if C is a property of H then the (stronger) property D is also a property 
of Ii. We wish co deduce the stronger property D from the weaker property C merely 
by virtue of having F as a component. 
Definition of weakest guarantee. To explore such properties, we define a function wg, 
for weakest guarantee, from programs to property tr~sfo~ers, and we define wg as 
follows. For afi programs F and G, and for all program properties C: 
(wg.EC) .G - (component.EG + CG) (24) 
Therefore, for any program G that has F as a component, property C holds for G if 
property wg.EC holds for G. For any program G that does not have F as a component, 
property wg.EC holds vacuously. Two simple, but useful, theorems are given below. 
If C is an exists-com~nent property then 
C.F = (VG :: (wg.EC).G) (25) 
Proof: 
C.F 
+ (component.EF, G := F} 
(tic :: component.~G + CG) 
z {definition of wg, (24)) 
(VG :: (wg.EC) .G) 
-_ - (definition of wg, (24)) 
(VG :: component.EG * C.G) 
ZZ - {definition of component, (22)) 
(VG :: (W :: G = F 11 H) + C-G) 
E {predicate calculus} 
(~G::(tJH::G=F/JH~C.G)) 
ZZ - {predicate cakulus} 
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(VG :: (VH :: G = F 11 H =+ C.(F 11 H))) 
* {C is an exists component property} 
(V/G :: (VH :: G = F )I H + C.F v C.H)) 
E {predicate calculus} 
C.F v (VG :: (VH :: G = F (I H =+- C.H)) 
-k {predicate calculus} 
C.F 
In addition. we have 
(C.G + D.G) =+ (C.G =+ (wg.F.D).G) (26) 
Proof: 
C.G =+ (wg.ED).G 
E5 {definition of wg, (24) } 
CG + (component.EG 3 D.G) 
s {predicate calculus} 
component.EG =s (C.G + D.G) 
-+ {hypothesis} 
true 
Properties of weakest guarantee. From (24), wg.F is monotonic, universally conjunc- 
tive, universally disjunctive, and idempotent. Using (23), it is easy to see that wg is an 
exists-component function (5). Therefore wg has all the properties that we desire. 
2.5. Summary of transformers 
Functions. We proposed a function awp from programs to state predicate transformers; 
awp is used to deal with safety properties. We use functions wit and wto from programs 
to state predicate transformers; these functions are used to deal with progress properties. 
Finally, we introduced a function wg from programs to property transformers; wg is 
used to reason about parallel composition. 
The functions awp and wg enjoy all the properties we desire. The function awp is 
an all-component function, and wg is an exists-component function. For a program G, 
w1t.G is idempotent and monotonic, but not finitely conjunctive; wto.G is idempotent 
and finitely conjunctive. The functions wit and wto are not all-component or exists- 
component functions. We shall show later how progress properties can be composed 
from all-component and exists-component properties. 
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Operators. These functions are related to operators co [ 121, leads-to * [ 10,2], to- 
always -+ [ l] and guarantees 2 [ 11. The relationship is given in the following 
table. (Note: There are some small differences in the programming model used here 
with those used in the references in which these operators are defined, and there are 
also some minor differences in the definitions, but the essential relationship is as given 
here.) 
name 
constrains 
symbol relationship 
CO 
awP 
= 
leads-to 
wlr Ir) = --+ 
to-always W = WUJ 
guarantees 1 = 1 
Meaning of the operators. The operational meaning of (p co q).G is that in all 
computations of G, if p holds at any point in the computation then q holds then and 
at the next point. The operational meaning of (p -+ q).G has been given earlier. The 
meaning of (p -+ q) .G is that in all computations of G, if p holds at any point in the 
computation, then there is a point in the computation after which q continues to hold 
forever. This is similar to the property invariant always introduced in [ 51. The meaning 
of (C 1 D).G is that in any program H that has G as a component, if C is a property 
of H then D is also a property of H. This property was motivated by earlier work on 
rely-guarantee [ 71 and hypothesis-conclusion in UNITY [ 21. 
Properties of the operators. From the properties of awp and the formulae presented 
earlier, co is disjunctive (7)) conjunctive (9), transitive (11) and all-component ( 12). 
From the properties of wit, set is disjunctive , monotonic with respect o its right operand 
( lo), and transitive. From the properties of wto, + is disjunctive, finitely conjunctive, 
and transitive. Finally, from properties of wg, 2 is disjunctive, conjunctive, transitive 
and exists-component ( 13). 
3. Reasoning about concurrent programs 
In this section, we give proof rules which allow reasoning about he properties of pro- 
grams. For brevity, we will often omit the reference to the program under consideration 
when this will cause no confusion. 
3.1. Safety 
The basis of all safety properties is the function uwp. Since uwp can be defined in 
terms of wp for an if-fi statement, and if statements have been studied for decades, there 
is little to be added about uwp or about safety properties. So, we now consider progress 
properties. 
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our proofs of progress in a compositional way, and the fact that trunsient.q is an exists- 
component property suggests a way. Since, transient.p is an exists-component property, 
from (28) 
(transient.p).F + ((p co (p V q)) 1 (p 4 q)).F 
trur2sient.p.F * ((p co (p V q)) 3 (p -9 q)).F) 
= {definition 3 } 
transient.p.F + (VG : (p co (p Vq)).G =+ (component.EG 3 (p -+ q).G)) 
= {predicate calculus} 
(VG : trunsient.p. F A (p co (p V q) ) .G A component.EG) + (p u-t q) .G) 
= ((25, 24) + if C is exist-component, then C.F A component.EG + C.G} 
(VG : transient.p.F A (p co (p V q)).G Acomponent.EGA 
trunsient.p.G) + (p -+ q) .G) 
+= {predicate calculus} 
(VG : (p co (p V q) ) .G A component.EG A transient.p.G) + (p -+ q) .G) 
= ((28)) 
true 
From (29), with proof similar to the one given above: 
transient.p. F =S (stable. (p V q) A stab1e.q 3 (p - q) ) . F 
Both of the last two formulae have the shape 
exist-component * (safety * progress) 
The safety properties must be proved in an all-component fashion while the operator 
1 is itself exists-component. Thus we can prove progress properties by composing 
exists-component and all-component properties. We can specify programs using 2 in 
a way that suggests a sequence of proof obligations for composed programs: We first 
prove safety properties in an all-component fashion, and then use 1 formulae whose 
left-hand sides have been proved, to prove their right-hand sides. 
Programs with initial conditions. Here, we briefly sketch how our results could be 
extended to deal with always-true properties of a program G with initial condition init.G. 
The definition of parallel composition is as before, with the addition that [init. (F 11 G) - 
init. F A init.G] . As discussed in [ 131, the property definitions (for f’s which yield state 
predicate transformers) as summarized in the table in Section 2.5 are too strong since 
they impose requirements on unreachable states. The set of reachable states can be 
characterized using strongest invariants or SZ where [ SZ.G = sst.G. (init.G) 1, allowing a 
weaker, always-true, property corresponding to each f to be defined. 
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(P f q1.G = [SZ.G + (p + f.G.q)] (31) 
The definition of trunsient.q can also be modified 
trunsient.q.G = (3t : t E T : [SI.G + (q + t.(-q))]) 
Although these definitions corresponds to the desired operational meaning, f being an 
all or exists component function is no longer sufficient for the properties obtained from 
f to be all or exist-component. In addition, trunsient.q is not exist-component. However, 
we have the following proof rule: 
[ init.G + r] A (stubkr) .G A ((p A r) f, q).G 
where [ init.G + r] is an exist-component property, (stuble.r) is an all-component 
property, and ((p A r) L q) is an exist or all-component property if f is. The proof 
follows easily from the observation that [SZ.G + r] . For exist-component functions, 
1 handles the situation nicely. We give an example for trunsient.q: 
[ init.G + r] A transient. ( r A q) .G 
=c- (stub1e.r 3 trunsient.q).G 
4. Additional proofs 
This section contains proofs of several theorems mentioned earlier. In the notation for 
this section, we may omit the program with the understanding that the results hold for 
all programs; for instance we will use the short form stubfe.q in place of stub1e.q.G. We 
utilize the following theorems from [ 111 and [ 61: 
[4 * wbl (32) 
[ ( ‘4 A w1t.q) =+- uwp. (wft.q) ] (33) 
stub1e.r + [(wlt.qAr) =S wlt.(qA r)] (34) 
wlt idempotent (35) 
Lemma. 
stub1e.q + stable. (w1t.q) (36) 
Proof. 
stub1e.q 
E {definition of stable, ( 15)) 
14 =+ a+V.ql 
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* {predicate calculus with (33)) 
[q v (‘4 A wlt.q) * awp.q v uwp. (wZt.q) ] 
{predicate calculus} 
[q v wzt.q * awp.q v awp. (wlt.q) ] 
= - {q V w1t.q E wZt.q, from (32)) 
[ wlt.q =S- uwp.q v awp. (wlt.q) ] 
=+ { (L2wp.u v uwp.b) =+ uwp. (a V b) , from monotonicity of uwp} 
[wlt.q * uwp.(qV w/t.q)] 
- 
= {q V wlt.q E wkq, from (32)) 
[ wlt.q * uwp. (wlt.q) ] 
{definition of stable, ( 15) } 
stable. (wlt.q) q 
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Corollary. 
stable. (wtaq) (37) 
Proof. 
true 
= - ((19)) 
stable. (wst.q) 
+ {(36), with q := wst.q} 
stable. (wlt. (wst.q) ) 
= - {definition of wto (21)) 
stuble( wmq) •i 
Theorem (wto idempotent) ,
[ wto. (wtaq) z wtaq] 
Proof. 
wto. (wtaq) 
= - {definition of wto (21)) 
wlt. (wst. (wtaq) ) 
zz {wst.(wto.q) = t w o.q, from (37) and (18) with q := wtaq) 
wzt. (wtaq) 
= - {definition of wto, (21)) 
wft. (wk. (wst.q) ) 
= - {wit idempotent} 
(38) 
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wit. (wst.q) 
= - {definition of ww (21)) 
wt0.q 0 
Theorem ( wto finitely conjunctive). 
[ wt0.q A wto.ql = wto. (q A q/) ] 
Proof. 
wt0.q A wt0.q’ 
{definition of wto (21)) 
wlt. (wst.q) A wto.q/ 
=+ ((34) and (37) with q := q’} 
wlt. (wst.q A wto.ql) 
- {definition of wtu (21)) 
wlt. (wst.q A wlt. (wst.q’) 
+ { (34)) stable. (wst.q) , ( 19) with r := wst.q, q := wst.q’} 
wk. (wk. (wst.q A wst.q’) > 
= - { wlt idempotent} 
wk. (wst.q A wst.q’) 
= - { wst conjunctive} 
wft.(wst.(qAq’)) 
{definition of wto (2 1) } 
wto.(qAq’) 
= - {predicate calculus} 
wtu.(qAq’) Awto.(qAq’) 
+ {wto monotonic, (q A q’) + q, (q A q’) + q’} 
wto.q A wto.q’ 0 
Theorem 30. 
stab1e.p + (p -+ p) 
Proof. 
stab1e.p 
= ((18)) 
[p s wst.p] 
= - {conjunction with (32), q := wst.p} 
[ (p C wst.p) A (wst.p * wlt. (wst.p) ) 1 
(39) 
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+ {predicate calculus} 
[p =+ wlt.(wst.p)] 
{definition of wto (21)) 
[P * WWJI 
c {definition of L) } 
P-P 0 
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5. Conclusions 
This paper suggests methods for reasoning about concurrent programs in which tem- 
poral properties and fairness are important. The methods suggested are based on the 
predicate calculus, and not a modal logic. A program is defined as a state space and a 
set of predicate transformers. A program property is defined as a predicate on programs. 
We deal with both predicates on programs and predicates on states in a uniform way. A 
contribution of this paper is to propose predicate transformers for dealing with safety, 
progress and parallel composition in a compositional manner, where the predicate trans- 
formers we propose enjoy many of the properties enjoyed by predicate transformers used 
in sequential programming. Another contribution is to construct program properties from 
all-component or exists-component properties, and to show how this construction can 
be used in reasoning about parallel composition. We hope that this approach will allow 
for a uniform transformer based theory for dealing with both sequential and concurrent 
programs. 
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